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Fluorinated gas discharges are widely used by the semiconductor industry in etching and chamber
cleaning applications, but the performance of these discharges varies in unpredictable ways, for
unknown reasons believed to be electrical in origin. To investigate possible mechanisms for this
behavior, we have measured the electrical characteristics of NF3/Ar, CF4/O2/Ar, and C2F6/O2/Ar
chamber cleaning plasmas at 6.7–267 Pa in a 13.56 MHz, capacitively coupled, parallel-plate
reactor, using radio-frequency current and voltage probes and optical emission spectroscopy. From
the measurements, power losses in the external circuitry surrounding the discharge were determined.
Furthermore, using the measurements and equivalent circuit models, the mechanisms by which
power was absorbed within the discharge itself were investigated. Power was absorbed most
efficiently at particular values of the discharge impedance. These optimal impedances occur in the
middle of a transition from capacitive impedances at low pressures to resistive impedances at high
pressures. These results illustrate that the plasma impedance is a useful parameter for monitoring
and optimizing plasma processes in highly electronegative gases. ©1998 American Vacuum
Society.@S0734-211X~98!00101-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fluorinated gas discharges are widely used in the se
conductor industry to etch silicon, silicon oxide, and silic
nitride films, and to clean the plasma-enhanced chemical
por deposition~PECVD! reactors that deposit these films.
PECVD processes, films are deposited not only on the se
conductor substrates—where they are desired—but on al
interior surfaces of the reactor. Deposits on the reactor
faces must be periodically removed; if the deposits beco
too thick, they will generate particles that can contamin
the substrates. Fluorinated gas plasmas offer a means of
ing away the depositsin situ, without disassembling or vent
ing the reactor.

To be commercially successful, any chamber clean
process must be extremely rapid. Also, there is an increa
desire to minimize the emission of perfluorinated proc
gases, because they strongly absorb infrared radiation w
released to the atmosphere, resulting in an increased gr
house effect. Unfortunately, optimizing chamber clean
processes to assure high etch rates and high gas utiliz
efficiencies can be complicated and time-consuming ta
Chamber cleaning performance often varies in unpredicta
ways. Since the etching process relies on the reaction
fluorine with silicon, one might expect that the most rap
chamber cleaning would occur at the highest partial pr
sures of the fluorine-containing feed gas. Previous studie1,2

however, have shown that lowering the total pressure or
luting the fluorine-containing species in fluorine-rich pla
mas results in faster etch rates. Consequently, local optim
etch rate are observed at intermediate pressures and
tions.

a!Electronic mail: sobo@enh.nist.gov
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In this article we investigate the hypothesis that electri
phenomena are responsible for the local optima in etch r
In particular, the optimization of NF3/Ar, CF4/O2/Ar, and
C2F6/O2/Ar chamber cleaning plasmas was studied with o
tical emission spectroscopy and radio-frequency electr
measurements. These measurements enabled a comple
termination of power losses in the external circuitry th
powers the discharge. Furthermore, using these meas
ments and simple equivalent circuit models, the mechani
by which power is dissipated within the discharge itself we
investigated. Power losses in the external circuitry w
found to be significant, but not critical. The local optima
etch rate were instead explained by the efficiency with wh
power is used within the discharge itself. This conclusion h
important implications for the optimization of chamb
cleaning processes and equipment, to be discussed br
here.

II. EXPERIMENT

Experiments were performed in a gaseous electron
conference~GEC! reference cell,3 shown in Fig. 1~a!. It is a
parallel-plate rf system, with an electrode diameter of 10
and an electrode separation of 2.3 cm. Both electrodes
surrounded by ground shields. The cell was operated w
the top electrode grounded and the bottom electrode pow
by a 13.56 MHz generator, coupled through ap-type match-
ing network. Gas entered through a showerhead in the up
electrode. For NF3/Ar and pure argon discharges, the tot
flow was maintained at 25 sccm, while the NF3 flow was
varied ~0, 2.5, 4.5, 6.25, 9.5, 12.5, and 18.75 sccm!. For
C2F6/O2/Ar and CF4/O2/Ar discharges the total flow was 2
sccm, the argon flow was 3 sccm, and the oxygen flow w
173/16 „1…/173/10/$10.00 ©1998 American Vacuum Society
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varied~2 and 4 sccm for CF4/O2/Ar; 12.5 and 18.8 sccm for
C2F6/O2/Ar!. For each mixture, discharges were operated
eight different pressures in the range 67 to 267 Pa~0.05–
2.00 Torr!, and five different generator powers, from 10
50 W.

Probes were mounted at the output of the matching n
work to measure the current and voltage waveforms the
I m(t) andVm(t). The waveforms were digitized by an osci
loscope and transferred to a computer, which determin
their complex Fourier components at the fundamental f
quency~13.56 MHz!, I m andVm . Together,I m andVm de-
fine a complex impedance,Zm5Vm /I m , which is the com-
bined impedance of everything downstream from t
matching network. The phase ofZm , that is, the phase dif-
ference betweenVm andI m , calledfm , was calibrated using
loads of known impedance phase and techniques descr
previously.4 FromVm , I m , andfm we calculated the power
flowing at the output of the matching network,

Pm50.5Vm I m cosfm . ~1!

Fourier components at harmonic frequencies were also
corded, but they are not reported here. No significant pow
was carried by the harmonic components.

Stray impedances between the matching network and
powered electrode were characterized using open-circuit
short-circuit measurements.4 ~Nearly identical results were

FIG. 1. ~a! Diagram of the GEC reference cell showing the placement of
current and voltage probes and the definitions of electrical parameters~b!
Configuration of the power circuitry and the dummy load used to charac
ize the efficiency of the matching network.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 16, No. 1, Jan/Feb 1998
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obtained with an alternative technique, unterminating a
de-embedding.1! The characterization allowsI m andVm to be
converted toI pe andVpe, the fundamental components of th
current and voltage at the surface of the powered electro
To improve the precision of this conversion, an inducti
shunt circuit3 was installed in the cell and adjusted to canc
the stray capacitive impedance of the powered electrode
sembly at 13.56 MHz. FromI pe andVpe, we calculated the
impedanceZpe5Vpe/I pe, which is the combined impedanc
of everything downstream from the powered electrode, a
the power flowing from the powered electrode into t
plasma,

Ppe50.5Vpe I pe cosfpe. ~2!

Here,fpe is the phase ofZpe, i.e., the phase difference be
tweenVpe and I pe.

A second current probe measured the current at
ground connection of the grounded electrode,I t(t), and a
second voltage probe measured the voltage on a wire p
inserted into the plasma,Vx(t). These signals were digitize
by the oscilloscope and their complex Fourier component
the fundamental frequency,I t andVx , were obtained. Using
procedures described previously,5 we determinedI ge andVge

from I t , andVb from Vx . I ge and Vge are the fundamenta
components of current and voltage on the grounded e
trode. Vge is not zero, because the connections th
‘‘ground’’ that electrode have a non-negligible impedance
radio frequencies.Vb is the fundamental component of th
time-dependent plasma potential in the vicinity of the w
probe. The wire probe consisted of three intertwined w
loops of 0.38 mm diameter steel wire, mounted on a stra
support wire. The support wire was attached to an electr
feedthrough mounted on a manipulator attached to a 2.75
flange.Vb can be considered a spatial average over a reg
~roughly 10 cm across and 5 mm thick! defined by the wire
loops.

Light emitted from the plasma was collected by an opti
emission spectrometer mounted on a 2.75 in. flange. Em
sion intensity measurements were time averaged and
spatially averaged, since the spectrometer accepted light
a wide range of incident angles. Using a monochrometer,
emission at the fluorine peak at 703.7 nm, as well as o
peaks, was monitored. No processing of the optical data
performed, other than a measurement of the peak inten
and a background subtraction.

III. RESULTS

A. Optical emission data

Optical emission measurements were performed in
study because a correlation between fluorine optical emis
intensity and the etch rate of silicon oxide and silicon nitri
films was previously observed in NF3/Ar discharges.2 Ex-
amples of this correlation are shown in Fig. 2. The behav
of the oxide etch rate in Fig. 2~a! closely resembles the be
havior of the fluorine optical emission intensity in Fig. 2~b!.
This correlation suggests that the optical emission signal
be used as a predictor of etch rates, and it will be treate
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such in this article. Etch rate measurements are not inclu
here, but are reserved for future studies of particular ran
identified by the emission measurements as the most pr
ising or interesting.

Figure 3 shows fluorine optical emission intensities m
sured in this study, in the GEC cell. The results were qu
tatively similar to the data in Fig. 2, obtained from a differe
reactor. For either reactor, at low pressures, the emis
intensity increased with pressure or NF3 concentration. In
contrast, at high pressures, emission decreased with pre
or NF3 concentration. Together, these trends result in lo
maxima in emission at intermediate pressures. Argon em
sion signals exhibited similar local maxima.

It is doubtful that a chemical effect could explain the o
tical data. Electrical explanations seem much more like
One possible explanation, involving the power coupling
ficiency of the external circuitry, is investigated in the ne
section.

B. Power losses in external circuitry

Although the power measured at the generator is k
constant in Figs. 2 and 3, not all of that power is delivered
the plasma. Part of it is dissipated in external circuitry. Su
power losses can be large and variable; reported power
pling efficiencies vary in the range 10%–98%, depending
plasma conditions.1,6–9 Results describing the efficiency o
our system are shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4~a!, the power at the
output of the matching network,Pm , from Eq. ~1!, differs
from the power at the generator~50 W! because of losses i

FIG. 2. ~a! Measurements of the etch rate of silicon oxide films at vary
pressures and concentrations of NF3 in argon.~b! Intensity of optical emis-
sion of the fluorine line at 703.7 nm, in arbitrary units, measured during
oxide etches. The data were not measured in the GEC cell but in an
parallel-plate reactor described previously~Ref. 1!. Etch rates were mea
suredin situ using laser interferometry, for substrates placed on the powe
electrode.
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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the matching network and further upstream~as well as errors
in the generator setpoint!. In Fig. 4~b! the power that flows
from the powered electrode into the plasma,Ppe, obtained
from Eq.~2!, is further reduced, due to power losses betwe
the matching network and the powered electrode. Ove
the efficiency in Fig. 4~b! ranges from 46% to 81%. Thus
losses in the external circuitry are significant, but they
not large enough to explain the optical emission data.
though local maxima are observed in Fig. 4, they are m
less sharp than the peaks in emission intensity in Fig
Furthermore, they do not always occur at the same press
as the emission maxima.

Presumably, the pressure dependence observed in F
results from changes in the efficiency of the matching n
work as its load impedance,Zm5Vm /I m , changes with pres-
sure. To verify this, we measured the efficiency of o
matching network over a wide range of load impedanc
The generator, matching network, and probes were disc
nected from the cell and attached to a variable, dummy l
which consisted of a second~L-type! matching network and
an inductive load, as shown in Fig. 1~b!. A wattmeter placed
between the rf generator and the matching network meas
the net power flowing into the matching network,Pin . The
power coupling efficiency of the matching network,hmn, is
therefore given by the ratioPm /Pin .

To study the dependence ofhmn on Zm , the two variable
capacitors in theL-type matching network were varied. Afte
each change in either capacitor, thep-type matching network

e
er

d

FIG. 3. Optical emission intensity of the fluorine line at 703.7 nm, in ar
trary units, measured in the GEC reference cell, as a function of pressur
~a! mixtures of 10%, 25%, and 50% NF3 in argon, and~b! a mixture of 7%
O2, 82% CF4, and 11% Ar, and a mixture of 45% O2, 45% C2F6, and 11%
Ar, all at a generator power of 50 W.
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was tuned to minimize the reflected power measured by
wattmeter. Changes in one capacitor moved the load imp
anceZm along circular paths on the complex plane, shown
Fig. 5~a!. The other movedZm between the paths. Along th
circular pathshmn was found to be constant, within 1%,
the values printed beside each path.

In Figs. 5~b!–5~d! values ofZm measured with the plasm
ignited are plotted. By comparing the position of these poi
with the circular contours ofhmn, one sees that the effi
ciency of the matching network varied from about 59%
89% during plasma operation. In general, as the pressure
increased the imaginary part ofZm became more positive. A
low pressures, this trend improves the efficiency, but at h
pressures it lowers the efficiency. Thus, the efficiency
maximized at intermediate pressures, as in Fig. 4.

The changes in the impedanceZm in Fig. 5 are produced
by changes in the impedance of the discharge. In addit
the discharge impedance provides information about po
losses within the discharge itself. The powerPpe is dissipated
in the plasma by several competing processes, not al
which produce optical emission or the reactive species n
essary for chamber cleaning. Thus, the impedance of the
charge, and the mechanisms by which the discharge d
pates power, are important subjects, to be examined in
remainder of this article.

C. Discharge impedance

The impedanceZm , shown in Fig. 5, includes the stra
impedance of the powered electrode assembly, but the
pedanceZpe5Vpe/I pe does not. Therefore,Zpe provides a
better description of the electrical behavior of the discha
itself. In Fig. 6,Zpe is plotted on the complex plane. In a

FIG. 4. ~a! Power at the matching network output,Pm, and~b! power flow-
ing from the surface of the powered electrode into the discharge,Ppe, as a
function of pressure, at a generator power of 50 W.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 16, No. 1, Jan/Feb 1998
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cases, as the pressure increases,Zpe moves in the direction
indicated by the arrows. At the lowest pressures, the ima
nary part is large and negative~i.e., capacitive!, but it be-
comes less negative as the pressure is increased. Then
real ~resistive! part ofZpe increases, producing a bend in the
plot. At the bend, the magnitude ofZpe is minimized, and
fpe, the phase ofZpe, is near245°. The bend occurs at
pressures of 13–110 Pa, depending on mixture, as shown
the uZpeu andfpe data in Figs. 7 and 8.

Local maxima in optical emission intensity are observe
at the data points circled in Figs. 7 and 8. The emissio
maxima always occur at or near pressures whereuZpeu is
minimized andfpe is 245°. These correlations strongly
suggest that electrical phenomena are responsible for
maxima in emission intensity. Apparently, the electrical phe
nomena are quite general, since the correlations were o
served for every gas mixture and power we investigate
Furthermore, similarZpe data have been predicted10 and ob-
served in other electron-attaching gases, including Cl2,

10

SF6,
7,8,11NF3,

7 CF4,
8 and mixtures of Ar with CF4,

12 C2F6,
12

SF6,
12,13and CF3Cl.14 ~Even pure argon discharges exhibit a

minimum in uZpeu at pressures near 270 Pa, the upper limit o
this study but well within the pressure range of previou
studies.12,15! Explanations for this very general behavior ar
provided by wire probe measurements, discussed in the n
section, and equivalent circuit models of the discharge, pr
sented in subsequent sections.

FIG. 5. Complex-plane plots of the impedance at the output of the matchi
network,Zm . ~a! Values ofZm measured while operating with the dummy
load. The dummy load points fall on circular curves, along which the me
sured efficiency of the matching network was nearly constant, varying
less than 1% from the values indicated next to each curve. In~b!, ~c!, and
~d!, values ofZm measured while operating plasmas are compared to t
efficiency contours.~Data from all mixtures, pressures, and generator pow
ers are plotted.!
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D. Wire probe measurements

Wire probe measurements determine the local rf poten
in the plasma in the vicinity of the wire.5,16The magnitude of
the fundamental component of this potential,Vb , is plotted
in Fig. 9~a! as a function ofx, the axial position. Also, at the

FIG. 6. Plot of the discharge impedance,Zpe, on the complex plane;~a! is a
blow-up of the low-impedance region,~b! shows the complete data set. F
all mixtures and powers, as the pressure increased,Zpe moved in the direc-
tions indicated by the arrows, first vertically upward, then horizontally.

FIG. 7. The magnitude of the discharge impedance,Zpe, as a function of
pressure, measured at the same time under the same conditions as the
emission data in Fig. 3. Circled points coincide with local maxima in
optical emission intensity. Dotted lines show the power law dependence
uZpeu on pressure,p, predicted by circuit models.
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
al

positions corresponding to the ground electrode~0 mm! and
the powered electrode~23 mm!, the voltages on these elec
trodes,Vge and Vpe, determined from external current an
voltage measurements, are shown. Differences between
jacent voltages in Fig. 9~a!, including their phases~not
shown! were used to estimate the electric field in thex di-
rection,Ex52dV/dx. The magnitude and phase ofEx are
shown in Figs. 9~b! and 9~c!.

The strong gradients in voltage and high fields near eit
electrode in Figs. 9~a! and 9~b! indicate the presence o
sheaths—regions of relatively low electron density, hi
space charge density, and high electric field. When the
frequency is high, a sheath will have a mostly capacit
impedance.17–20 This is demonstrated by Fig. 9~c!, which
shows that the phase ofEx in the sheaths approaches th
capacitive value,290°. Figure 9~a! shows that the powered
electrode sheath has a much larger voltage drop than
ground electrode sheath. Thus, for the conditions shown,
powered electrode sheath has a major influence on
plasma impedance and other electrical properties of the
charge, while the ground electrode sheath makes relati
minor contributions.

For pure argon, in Fig. 9~a!, voltage gradients are only
seen near the electrodes; none were detected in the midd
the gap. This result agrees with previous studies of ar
discharges,5,12 in which evidence for a bulk electric field in
argon has been detected only at pressures>133 Pa. For the
fluorinated gases, however, a gradient in voltage is s
throughout the gap. In the middle of the gap the electric fi
has a magnitude of roughly 20 V/cm. Figure 9~c! shows that
this bulk field is roughly in phase with the current. Therefo
the bulk plasma has an impedance that is primarily resist
Models of this resistance, and of the capacitive impedanc
the powered electrode sheath, are presented in the next

tical

of

FIG. 8. The phase,fpe, of the discharge impedance,Zpe, as a function of
pressure, measured at the same time under the same conditions as the
emission data in Fig. 3. Circled points coincide with local maxima in t
optical emission intensity.
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tion. The models explain why these impedances change
pressure, and how these changes are responsible fo
trends seen in Figs. 6–8.

IV. ANALYSIS

A. Simple model of bulk plasma

In a small volume element of plasma, the amplitudes
the current density,j , and the electric field,E, at a given
angular frequency,v, are related by

j 5$nee
2/@~ne1 iv!me#1 ive0%E, ~3!

where e, me , ne , and ne are the charge, mass, collisio
frequency, and number density of electrons, ande0 is the
permittivity of vacuum. The first term on the right-hand si
is the electron conduction current. It describes the Oh
heating of electrons and their inertia. The second term is
displacement current, which represents the dielectric pro
ties of the bulk plasma. The ion conduction current has b
omitted. Because they are so much heavier than electr
motion of the ions can often be neglected at radio frequ
cies.

FIG. 9. ~a! Capacitive wire probe measurements of the amplitude of
fundamental component of the local rf plasma potential, as a function o
position of the wire probe,x, for several gas mixtures at 73 Pa and
generator power of 50 W. Also plotted are voltages on the ground elect
(x50) and on the powered electrode (x523 mm), determined from exter
nal current and voltage probes. The phase of the voltages shown in~a! were
also measured but are not shown.~b! Magnitude and~c! phase of the fun-
damental component of the electric field obtained from thex derivative of
the voltages in~a!. The phase in~c! is referenced toI ge, the current at the
ground electrode.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 16, No. 1, Jan/Feb 1998
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For the weakly ionized plasmas studied here, we exp
that electrons collide primarily with neutral gas molecule
Therefore,ne5ueNse , whereue is the mean electron veloc
ity, N is the number density of neutrals, andse is the total
cross section for electron-neutral collisions. For electrons
velocities typical for weakly ionized plasmas, on the order
108 cm/s, values ofse are on the order of 10215 cm2 for
Ar,21 CF4,

22 and C2F6.
23,24 Using these estimates, one o

tains, at a pressure of 133 Pa,ne53.53109 s21, which is
much higher than 8.53107 s21, the value ofv that corre-
sponds to 13.56 MHz. Thus, at 133 Pa, and indeed ove
but the lowest pressures studied here,ne

2@v2, and Eq.~3!
reduces to

j 5@nee
2~ne2 iv!/~mene

2!1 ive0#E. ~4!

The impedance of a finite volume of plasma can be
tained by integrating this equation. For a uniform volume
plasma of lengthL and cross-sectional areaA, the current is
I 5 jA, the voltage drop isVb5EL, and the impedanceZb is
given by

Zb
215I /Vb5Rb

211 ivCb2 iv/~Rbne!, ~5!

where

Rb5nemeL/~nee
2A! ~6!

is a resistance arising from the electron conduction curr
Cb5e0A/L is a capacitance arising from the displaceme
current, and the final, inductive term in Eq.~5! arises from
electron inertia. The magnitude and phase ofZb are

uZbu5Rb@11~vne /ve
22v/ne!

2#21/2 ~7!

and

fb52atan~vne /ve
22v/ne!, ~8!

whereve is the electron plasma frequency,

ve5~nee
2/mee0!1/2. ~9!

The power dissipation in the bulk plasma is

Pb50.5uI uuVbucosfb

50.5uI uuVbu@11~vne /ve
22v/ne!

2#21/2. ~10!

If v2ne
2/ve

4!1, v2/ve
2!1, andv2/ne

2!1, Eqs.~7! and ~10!
reduce to

uZbu'Rb5nemeL/~nee
2A! ~11!

and

Pb'0.5uI uuVbu. ~12!

The validity of these approximations can be verified us
the phase data from the bulk region of Fig. 9~c!. Substituting
the observed phases into Eq.~8! yieldsvne /ve

22v/ne'1/5,
so that the error in Eqs.~11! and ~12! is only 2%.

In Ref. 25, Godyaket al. state that the voltage across th
bulk plasma (Vb) should be relatively independent of th
current (I ) because of ionization balance. IfVb is indepen-
dent of current, thenPb andRb will obey the scaling laws,

Pb}uI u}1/Rb . ~13!
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B. Model of the powered electrode sheath

The electrical characteristics of radio-frequency plas
sheaths have been widely studied both experimentally5,25,26

and theoretically,17–20 especially at high frequencies, whe
the sheath impedance is primarily capacitive. Lieberman
modeled capacitive sheaths, both at low pressures where
collisions are negligible17 and at higher pressures where io
collisions are significant.18 In the high-pressure regime appl
cable here, the Lieberman model predicts that the comp
impedance of the sheath,

Zs5Vs /I , ~14!

can be expressed as20,26

Zs520.80i ~e/v5e0
3A3mi !

1/5Vs
3/5l i

1/5I 0
22/5, ~15!

whereVs is the fundamental amplitude of the voltage dr
across the sheath;mi and l i are the mass and diffusivity
mean free path of ions; andI 0 is the dc ion current. This
model, Eq.~15!, has been verified for the sheath at the po
ered electrode of the GEC cell, in argon discharges.20,26 We
expect Eq.~15! to be valid in electronegative discharges
well. Negative ions generated in the glow are repelled by
electric field in the sheath. Since they do not enter the she
they do not upset Eq.~15!.

From Eqs.~14! and ~15! one obtains

Zs520.96i ~v5e0
3A3mi /e!21/2I 3/2l i

1/2/I 0 . ~16!

All the factors in this equation are constant, except forI , l i ,
and I 0 . Furthermore, theI 3/2 and I 0 factors tend to cance
each other. For example, measurements ofI 0 in argon
discharges26,27 follow a power law dependence,I 0}I 1.35,
nearly independent of pressure. Therefore, the stronges
pendence ofZs is onl i . Sincel i is inversely proportional to
pressure,p, Eq. ~16! predictsZs}p21/2. Measurements o
the impedance of the powered electrode sheath in ar
discharges5,26 follow this inverse square root dependenc
Optical measurements of sheath width also show an inv
square root dependence on pressure.28 The origin of the
p21/2 dependence is revealed by sheath models.18–20The in-
crease in the rate of ion collisions at higher pressures hin
the acceleration of ions in the sheath, producing an incre
in the ion charge density in the sheath, which, in turn,
duces the sheath width andZs .

In contrast, the impedance of the bulk plasma should
crease with pressure, because of thene factor in Eq.~11!. In
the bulk, higher pressure induces more frequent electron
lisions and hence produces a higher resistance,Rb . To-
gether, the decrease inZs and the increase inRb with in-
creasing pressure explain the two major trends observe
Fig. 7. At low pressures, where the capacitive impedanc
the powered electrode sheath dominates,Zpe decreases
roughly as the inverse square root of pressure. At high p
sures, where the bulk plasma resistance dominates,Zpe in-
creases roughly linearly with pressure. Because of thene

factor in Eq.~11!, the bulk plasma resistance also depen
strongly on gas mixture and generator power. Low power
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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strongly attaching gases reducene , thus increasingRb and
shifting the transition from capacitive to resistive behavior
lower pressures.

As the pressure increases, the decrease inZs and the in-
crease inRb cause less of the applied voltage to be dropp
across the powered electrode sheath and more to be dro
across the bulk plasma, as observed by wire probe meas
ments. The rf voltage drop across the sheath,Vs, is partially
rectified by the sheath, generating a dc voltage drop,Vs0. For
large values ofVs , sheath models17–20 predict

Vs0'Vs . ~17!

Therefore,Vs0 should also decline with pressure.
Power is dissipated in the sheath predominantly by io

bombarding the powered electrode. The power dissipated
the ions is

Pi5I 0Vs0 , ~18!

which will also decline with pressure, provided that the d
crease inVs0 is not counteracted by an increase inI 0 . Using
Eqs. ~14!–~18! Pi may be expressed in terms of the rf cu
rent.

Pi50.96~v5e0
3A3mi /e!21/2I 5/2l i

1/2. ~19!

The dependence on the dc ion current,I 0, drops out.

C. Power absorbed in the plasma and in the sheath

Using Eqs.~13! and ~19! ~or equivalent equations pre
sented elsewhere10,25! the total power,Ppe, can be consid-
ered the sum of two power laws of the current,I pe.

Ppe5k1I pe1k2I pe
2.5, ~20!

where the factorsk1 and k2 depend on pressure, but no
current. The first term represents the powerPb adsorbed by
electrons in the bulk plasma; the second is the powerPi

absorbed by ions in the sheath.~The stochastic power dissi
pation mechanism associated with the boundary between
plasma and the sheath has not been included explicitly, b
has the same current dependence asPb , so it can be consid-
ered to be included in the first term.25! The size of each term
can be determined by fitting Eq.~20! to Ppe vs I pe data,
measured at fixed pressure.25 Equivalent procedures that fi
resistances rather than the powerPpe have also been
used.5,25,29Here, we use a different procedure, based on
log–log derivative,

z[] ln Ppe/] ln I pe5I pe]Ppe/Ppe]I pe. ~21!

If power is dissipated entirely by ions in the sheath,z
52.5. If power is dissipated entirely by electrons in the bu
plasma,z51.0. If power is dissipated by both mechanism
an intermediate value ofz will be observed. The fraction o
the power dissipated by each mechanism can be obtaine
solving Eq.~20! simultaneously with its derivative

]Ppe/]I pe5k112.5k2I pe
1.5. ~22!

The fraction of the power dissipated by ions is

k2I pe
2.5/Ppe52~z21!/3. ~23!
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By taking differences between values ofPpe and I pe mea-
sured at varying generator powers, with all other experim
tal parameters held constant, estimates forz were obtained.
They are plotted in Fig. 10. At low pressures, when the ph
fpe is capacitive and the sheath voltage is large,z is close to
2.5. As the pressure increases andfpe becomes more resis
tive, z decreases, indicating a decrease in the fraction of
power absorbed by ions in the sheath and an increase in
fraction absorbed by electrons in the bulk. Presumably,
the power absorbed in the bulk plasma that accelerates
energetic electrons that are needed to excite states that
emit light. The energy gained by ions in the sheath does
produce emission; it is dissipated as heat when they st
the electrode. Thus the change in the power absorp
mechanisms with pressure in Fig. 10 explains the rise in
optical emission intensity with increasing pressure, obser
at low pressures in Figs. 2 and 3. Since energetic elect
are also needed to generate chemically reactive species
etch rate for etching processes that are purely chemica
nature should also increase with pressure at low pressure
observed in Fig. 2~a!. At higher pressures, however, th
emission intensity and etch rate fall with pressure. This
versal is apparently related to a ‘‘collapse’’ of the dischar
observed at high pressures, described in the next sectio

V. COLLAPSE OF THE DISCHARGE

The models used above assume that the discharge is
form, but at high pressures the discharge becomes extre
nonuniform. This nonuniformity is evidenced by a drama
contraction in the glow which is visible to the eye and h
also been studied in detail with spatially resolved pla
laser-induced fluorescence and optical emission.30 At low

FIG. 10. Plot of z, the log–log derivative of discharge powerPpe with
respect to discharge currentI pe, defined by Eq.~21!. A linear transform of
z, given in Eq.~23!, yields the fraction of the discharge power dissipated
ion bombardment,Pi /Ppe, plotted on the right-hand scale. Thex axis is
fpe, the phase of the discharge impedanceZpe. Since the phase generall
becomes more resistive at higher pressures, data points at low pres
appear towards the left, at negative phases; data points at high pres
appear on the right.
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pressures the glow may be observed far into remote reg
near the chamber walls, but as the pressure increases
glow becomes more confined within the interelectrode g
Then the glow appears to contract towards the powe
electrode—a bright glow is observed in its vicinity, and on
a much fainter glow is observed near the ground electro
Finally, the bright glow collapses to a thin ring~or a double
ring or a broken ring! between the powered electrode and
ground shield. The rest of the gap glows very dimly or not
all.

Wire probe measurements show that the electric field
dimly glowing regions has a phase that is predominan
capacitive but the field in the bright glow is predominan
resistive. Therefore, from Eqs.~8! and ~9!, the bright glow
has a higher value ofve , and hence a higher electron de
sity, than the dimly glowing region. Thus, as the press
increases, a contraction of the electron density accompa
the contraction of the glow. In contrast, the dim, low-densi
capacitive region near the ground electrode expands; this
pansion is responsible for the trend towards capaci
phases observed for some data points at high pressure
Figs. 6 and 8.

The current density, too, becomes confined to a sma
and smaller volume as the pressure increases. This is i
trated in Fig. 11~a!, which plotsI ge/I pe, the fraction of the

res
res

FIG. 11. ~a! Ratio of the amplitudes of the fundamental components
current at the ground electrode (I ge) and the current at the powered electrod
(I pe) and~b! the dc self-bias on the powered electrode, as a function offpe,
the phase of the discharge impedanceZpe. Since the phase generally be
comes more resistive at higher pressures, the arrow indicates the directi
increasing pressure. Data from all mixtures, pressures, and generator p
are shown.
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current flowing to the ground electrode. At low pressur
when the bright glow extends far outside the interelectro
gap, I ge/I pe is small because a large fraction of the curre
flows out to the chamber walls. Under these circumstan
the ‘‘effective’’ grounded area of the cell is large, the curre
density at the grounded surfaces is small, and the rf and
voltage drops across the sheath at the grounded surface
much smaller than the drops across the powered elect
sheath. Therefore, a large, negative dc self-bias is meas
on the powered electrode@see Fig. 11~b!#. As the pressure is
increased, the glow recedes from the chamber wall, the
current decreases, andI ge/I pe increases. WhenI ge'I pe, the
powered electrode and ground electrode sheaths have n
equal current densities and sheath voltages, so the dc
approaches zero. In contrast, at higher pressures, as the
starts to recede from the ground electrode and collapse
ring, I ge/I pe decreases, presumably because a greater frac
of I pe is flowing directly from the powered electrode to i
ground shield. This, apparently, is also a rather symme
situation, as the dc bias remains close to zero.

Thus, as the pressure increases, we observe that a re
of high optical emission intensity, electron density, and c
rent density becomes increasingly confined to the neigh
hood of the powered electrode. One explanation for this c
lapse is provided by Paranjpeet al.,31 who note that, in
electronegative discharges, the ionization rate will exc
the attachment rate only if the electric field is above a criti
value. As the pressure increases, the critical field increa
and, in remote parts of the chamber where the fields
below the critical field, ionization should be increasing
dominated by attachment.

The collapse can also be explained by impedance a
ments. At high pressures, the resistance of the bulk plasm
the dominant impedance, and Eq.~13! predicts that this re-
sistance decreases as the current increases~because addi-
tional current will produce additional ionization and hen
increase the plasma density!. Therefore, if the current taking
one path through the plasma increases, the resistance o
path will decrease, causing it to draw additional current
the expense of other current paths. Thus the plasma r
tance provides a positive feedback mechanism that eve
ally results in the collapse of the discharge. In contrast,
impedance of the sheath in Eq.~16! increaseswith current.
An increase in the current density through any small area
the electrode will result in an increase in the local she
impedance, which will oppose any additional increase in
local current density. Thus the sheath provides a nega
feedback mechanism that acts to prevent the collapse o
discharge, especially at low pressures where the sheath
pedance dominates. Because these arguments are bas
general principles, we believe the collapse of the discharg
be a general phenomenon, not limited to the particular
geometry studied here. Indeed, even in cells that do not h
ground shields, we have observed glows collapsing at h
pressures, towards closely spaced points on the backsid
the powered electrode or on the power feedthrough.

As the brightly glowing plasma collapses and forms a r
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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discharge, its emission is less efficiently coupled into
spectrometer. Thus the collapse contributes to the declin
optical emission intensity at high pressures in Figs. 2 and
Presumably, the ionization rate and the production of re
tive species are also higher in the bright region, so th
processes also become more localized to the edge of
powered electrode as the pressure increases. In the colla
discharges, a large fraction of the feed gas may exit the
actor without ever having entered the small, intensely glo
ing region, so it could well be that collapsed, high-press
discharges are inherently less efficient at generating reac
species than discharges at intermediate pressures, whic
cupy larger volumes. Indeed, a mass spectrometer rece
installed in the exhaust line of the cell has demonstrated
the decomposition of feed gases is largest at intermed
pressures whereI ge/I pe is maximized.32 Also, species that
are generated in high-pressure collapsed discharges ar
efficiently transported to the center of the electrode.30 Thus,
the collapse of the discharge explains the decline in etch
at high pressures in Fig. 2.

Other mechanisms may also reduce the efficiency of
generation of reactive species at high pressures. First,
high-pressure, highly electronegative conditions, absorp
of power by ions in theplasma—ignored here—may be sig
nificant. Indeed, impedances with inductive phases, obse
for some data points at high pressures in Fig. 6, may be
indication of ionic conduction. Second, it is conceivable th
in high-pressure sheaths, a new power dissipation me
nism operates, with the observed power law exponenz
'1.0, rather than the valuez52.5 predicted in Sec. IV B. In
particular, in collapsed discharges, the current density in
powered electrode sheath should vary widely from the e
to the center of the electrode. Under these conditions,
sheath area,A, in Eq. ~19! should perhaps not be considere
as the total electrode area but as an ‘‘effective area,’’ i.e.,
area of the region of high current density near the rim of
electrode. A linear dependence of the effective sheath a
on sheath current, inserted into Eq.~19!, would yield z
'1.0. For such a sheath, the conclusion made above,
sheath power can be neglected at high pressures, would
necessarily apply.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, a detailed study of the power dissipati
mechanisms in fluorinated gas discharges was presen
Power losses in the cell parasitics and the external circu
were found to be rather constant and relatively unimporta
In contrast, the efficiency with which power is absorb
within the discharge itself was identified as a critical co
cern.

Two different regimes of discharge electrical behav
were observed. First, there is a capacitive regime at low p
sures in which the discharge impedance is dominated by
sheath at the powered electrode. In the capacitive reg
increasing the pressure produces a decrease in the width
capacitive impedance of the sheath at the powered electr
and in the dc and rf voltages across it. The power absor
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by ions in the sheath, which is dissipated at the powe
electrode, also decreases with increasing pressure.
makes more power available to be absorbed by electron
the plasma, producing more ionization, more emission,
more production of the reactive species necessary for ch
ber cleaning.

In the second regime, at higher pressures, the disch
impedance is dominated by the bulk plasma resistan
which increases with pressure. At high pressures, the
charge collapses to a small volume between the powe
electrode and its ground shield. The collapsed discharges
less efficient than larger, more uniform discharges at ge
ating reactive species and transporting them to cell surfa

Optical emission data and etch rate measurements sug
that the best operating point for chamber cleaning is near
transition between the two regimes. The transition occur
at pressures that varied from 13 to 110 Pa, increasing wit
power and decreasing as the gas mixture becomes more
tronegative. Nevertheless, in all cases, at the transition p
the magnitude of the discharge impedanceZpe is minimized
and its phase is near245°. Thus, monitoring the magnitud
and/or phase ofZpe may make it easier to find and mainta
optimal operating conditions for chamber cleaning.

The plasma impedance measurements presented here
also aid in the scaling of commercial reactors and the de
of the electrical systems that power them. For exam
deposition chambers designed for 300 mm diameter wa
will have electrode areas roughly nine times larger than
GEC cell. Optimized chamber cleaning plasmas in these
actors should therefore have impedances that are rou
one-ninth of the optimal values ofZpe measured here. Spe
cifically, we expect impedances in the range: 20V
<Re(Zpe)<40V and 215V<Im(Zpe)<230V. Further-
more, if the 300 mm chamber has a parasitic shunt cap
tance of 500 pF, a typical value for commercial reactors,
would expect that 3.5V<Re(Zm)<7.5V and 210V
<Im(Zm)<215V. To optimize the performance of such
reactor, a matching network should be selected that oper
efficiently in this range of load impedances.

The electrical phenomena observed here appear to
quite general. For every gas mixture and power we inve
gated, both regimes of electrical behavior were observ
Indeed, similar electrical data have been reported in m
other gases.7,8,10–15Furthermore, the equivalent-circuit mod
els presented here show that the observed electrical beh
follows from very general principles. Nevertheless, to det
mine exactly how far the results of this work may be gen
alized, measurements at higher power levels and in cell
ometries that more closely resemble commercial deposi
reactors may be needed. Detailed studies of the etch rate
different cell surfaces are also an important area for fut
study. Finally, measurements of the utilization efficiency
the process gases and the composition and environm
impact of effluent gases would be needed to optimize th
aspects of chamber cleaning. Although some of these
primarily chemical, not electrical, issues, the work presen
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 16, No. 1, Jan/Feb 1998
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here may serve to assist future studies of such issues
restricting the parameter space that needs to be evalu
Also, by allowing electrical effects to be distinguished mo
easily from purely chemical effects, this work also provide
firmer foundation and a better-defined basis of compari
for future studies of plasma chemistry.
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